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avour violating couplings are allowed, one can account for the discrepancy in a as well.
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1 Introduction
Two-Higgs-doublet models (2HDMs) [1] have been under intensive investigation for a long
time (see e.g. ref. [2] for an introduction or ref. [3] for a review article). There are several
reasons for this intense interest: rst of all, 2HDMs are extremely simple extensions of the
Standard Model (SM) obtained by adding a single scalar SU(2)L doublet to the SM particle
content. Furthermore, motivation for 2HDMs comes from axion models [4] because a pos-
sible CP violating QCD-theta term can be absorbed [5] if the Lagrangian possesses a global
U(1) symmetry, which is for example possible if the SM is extended with an SU(2) dou-
blet. Also the baryon asymmetry of the universe can be generated within 2HDMs while the
amount of CP violation in the SM alone is too small to achieve this [6]. Finally, the Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model predicts the presence of a second Higgs doublet [7], due
to the holomorphicity of the superpotential. The eective theory obtained after integrating
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out the superpartners of the SM particles (sfermions, gaugions and higgsinos) is a 2HDM
(with the addition of higher dimensional operators involving two Higgs doublets [8]).
2HDMs possess three additional physical scalars with respect to the single Higgs boson
of the SM; a neutral CP-even H0, a CP-odd scalar A0 and a charged scalar H (under
the assumption of CP conservation). These new particles are not only interesting with
respect to direct searches at the LHC (see e.g. refs. [9{17] for recent reports). In addition,
they give rise to important eects in low-energy precision avour observables, providing
a complementary window to physics beyond the SM. In this respect, decays of neutral
mesons to charged lepton pairs (e.g. Bs(d) ! + , D ! +  and KL ! + ) are very
interesting because they are especially sensitive to scalar operators which possess enhanced
matrix elements with respect to vector operators. For this reason, Bs ! +  (which can
be calculated more precisely than D ! +  or KL ! +  and has a larger branching
fraction than Bd ! + ) has been studied frequently in the context of 2HDMs. However,
the focus was on models with natural avour conservation (i.e. with a Z2 symmetry in
the Yukawa sector) [18{24], alignment [25, 26] or generic avour violation in the down
sector [27{30]. In all these setups, the dominant eect originates from scalar operators.
The current measurement of Bs ! +  [31] (by ATLAS, CMS and LHCb [32{35])
Br[Bs ! + ]EXP = (3:1 0:7) 10 9 ; (1.1)
agrees quite well with the SM prediction [36, 37]
Br[Bs ! + ]SM = (3:57 0:17) 10 9 : (1.2)
This puts stringent constraints on 2HDMs with scalar operators contributing to b! s+ 
transitions. Furthermore, LHCb found signicant hints for new physics in b! s`+`  data,
showing a coherent pattern of deviations from the SM predictions with a signicance of
more than 4{5 [38, 39].1 However, in order to explain these anomalies, vector operators,
in particular O9, are necessary while an explanation of the anomalies with scalar operators
alone is not possible.
Within 2HDMs, vector operators at the dimension 6 level can only be generated via
loop eects. However, contributions to other loop-induced processes such as b ! s (for
which the SM prediction [47] is in very well agreement with the experimental average [31]),
b! s, (where the experimental upper bound [48, 49] approaches the SM prediction [50])
or Bs  Bs mixing [31] unavoidably arise and their constraints must be taken into account.
Therefore, an explanation of b! s`+`  data in the context of multi-Higgs-doublet models
might require the introduction of right-handed neutrinos [51{53]. Furthermore, any model
with sizeable couplings to muons could potentially address the long-lasting discrepancy
between experiment [54] and the SM prediction2
a = a
EXP
   aSM  270(85) 10 11 ; (1.3)
1Including only R(K) and R(K), the signicance is at the 4  level [40{46].
2The SM prediction of a is currently re-evaluated in a community-wide eort prompted by upcoming
improved measurements at Fermilab [55] and J-PARC [56] (see also [57]). With electroweak [58{60] and
QED [61] contributions under good control, recent advances in the evaluation of the hadronic part include:
hadronic vacuum polarization [62{68], hadronic light-by-light scattering [69{74], and higher-order hadronic
corrections [75, 76].
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of 3{4. For deniteness, and in order to be conservative, we choose a value at the lower
end. In the case of lepton avour violation, a is intrinsically correlated to lepton avour
violating decays such as  !  whose bound must be taken into account. Furthermore, in
2HDMs also h!  gives relevant bounds [77, 78] due to the mixing between the neutral
CP-even Higgses.
In this article we want to investigate b ! s+  transitions within 2HDMs in the
light of the corresponding hints for new physics and its correlations with other b ! s
transitions and a. For this purpose, we will consider a 2HDM with a CP conserving Higgs
potential but with generic sources of avour violation and the possible addition of right-
handed neutrinos. After establishing our conventions in section 2, we will use this setup to
calculate the tree-level matching on the eective Hamiltonian governing b! s transitions
and the leading one-loop eects in section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the calculation of
the matching on the B = S = 2 Hamiltonian, to a, h !  and b ! s. In our
phenomenological analysis in section 5 we will address the question if the hints for new
physics in b ! s+  transitions can be explained within 2HDMs without violating the
bounds from other processes, before we conclude in section 6.
2 Model and conventions
As outlined in the introduction, we supplement the SM by a second scalar doublet with
the same hypercharge as the rst one. For the calculation of avour observables it is
convenient to work in the Higgs basis [79{81] where only one Higgs doublet acquires a
vacuum expectation value and therefore the generation of the fermions and gauge boson
masses is separated from the couplings to fermions. Using the notation of ref. [82], we have
1 =
 
G+
v+H01+iG
0
p
2
!
; 2 =
 
H+
H02+iA
0
p
2
!
; (2.1)
with v ' 246 GeV. G+ and G0 are the Goldstone bosons and A0 denotes the physical
CP-odd scalar, assuming that CP is conserved in the Higgs potential. The CP-even mass
eigenstates are
h0 = H01 sin(   ) +H02 cos(   ) ;
H0 = H01 cos(   ) H02 sin(   ) ;
(2.2)
where we dened the mixing angle as     for easier comparison with the well-known
type-I/II/X/Y 2HDMs. In the following, we will abbreviate s  sin(   ) and c 
cos( ) and assume that h0 is the SM-like Higgs boson with a mass of around 125 GeV.
We require c to be small (at most O(0:1)) such that its properties are compatible with
experiments [83, 84]. With these conventions the couplings of the scalar bosons to fermions
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are given by
LY =  
X
F=u;d;`;

Ff
 
mFf
v
fic 
 
"FfiPR + "
F
if PL

s
!
FiH
0
+ Ff
 
mFf
v
fis+
 
"FfiPR + "
F
if PL

c
!
Fih
0
+ iF Ff
 
"FfiPR   "Fif PL

FiA
0

 
p
2
h
uf

Vfj"
d
jiPR "ujfVjiPL

diH
++f

Ujf"
`
jiPR "jfUijPL

`iH
++h:c:
i
:
(2.3)
V (U) is the CKM (PMNS) matrix, mFi is the mass of the fermion F = fu; d; `; g with
avour index i and
  u =   = ` = d = 1 : (2.4)
We also allowed for the presence of right-handed neutrinos N with a Majorana mass term
 1=2M N cN . This manifests itself in eq. (2.3) through the terms m and " which otherwise
would be absent. Note that m corresponds to the Dirac mass term of the neutrinos which
is related to the physical neutrino mass via the see-saw mechanism. Assuming a mass scale
of the right-handed neutrinos at the TeV scale requires m to be at most around 10 MeV.
Thus we can safely neglect its eect on the Higgs couplings to fermions and focus on "
which is decoupled from the neutrino masses and thus unconstrained.
We do not need to discuss the Higgs potential in detail since, in addition to the physical
masses and mixing angles, only the two Higgs self-couplings enter in our calculation in the
case of CP conservation. We will simply parametrize these couplings as h0H+H  and
H0H+H  and refer the interested reader to eq. (A.2) in the appendix for the explicit
expressions.
The Higgs basis dened in eq. (2.3) is useful for calculations and phenomenology since
fermion masses (generated from electroweak symmetry breaking) and the additional free
couplings are decoupled. However, this basis is not motivated by a Z2 symmetry which
is capable to provide protection against avour changing neutral currents. However, the
parameters "Fij in the Higgs basis can be related to the ones within the four 2HDMs with
natural avour conservation (type-I/II/X/Y) as
"Fij = c
F
y
mFi
v
ij +
~"Fij
cF~"
: (2.5)
The ~"Fij are the avour changing entries in the new basis, i.e. the corrections to natural
avour conservation. The coecients cfy and cF~" are given in table 1. In this basis, the
terms ~"Fij break the Z2 symmetry and lead to deviations from natural avour conservation.
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Type cdy c
u
y c
`
y c
d
~" c
u
~" c
`
~"
I cot () cot () cot ()   sin ()   sin ()   sin ()
II   tan () cot ()   tan () cos ()   sin () cos ()
X cot () cot ()   tan ()   sin ()   sin () cos ()
Y   tan () cot () cot () cos ()   sin ()   sin ()
Table 1. Relations between the parameters "Fij of the Higgs basis and the new parameters ~"
F
ij in
one of the other four bases with "Fij = c
F
y y
f
i ij + ~"
F
ij=c
F
~" . The ~"
F
ij break the Z2 symmetry of the four
2HDMs with natural avour conservation and induce avour changing neutral currents.
3 b! s`+`  processes
We dene the eective Hamiltonian giving direct eects in b ! s``(0) and b ! s transi-
tions as
H`I`Je =  
4GFp
2
VtbV

ts
0@ X
K=7;8
C
(0)
K O
(0)
K +
X
K=9;10;S;P
C
(0)IJ
K O
(0)IJ
K
1A ; (3.1)
with the operators
O7 =
e
162
mbs
PRbF ; O8 =
gs
162
mbs
T aPRbG
a
 ;
OIJ9 =
e2
162
sPLb`I
`J ; O
IJ
10 =
e2
162
sPLb`I
5`J ;
OIJS =
e2
162
sPLb`I`J ; O
IJ
P =
e2
162
sPLb`I5`J ;
(3.2)
plus their primed counterparts which are obtained by exchanging PL and PR. We did not
include tensor operators here since they are not generated at the dim-6 level.
In addition, we include four-quark operators which are generated by charged Higgs
exchange (analogous to O2 in the SM)
Hsccbe =  
4GFp
2
VtbV

ts
5X
K=fLL;LR;RL;RRg
CKOK ; (3.3)
which can contribute to b! s`+`  processes at the loop-level. The operators are dened as
OAB = (sPAc) (cPBb) ; (3.4)
with A;B = L;R and the colour indices are contracted within the bilinears.
3.1 Tree-level
At tree-level, in the approximation of vanishing external momenta, we only get contribu-
tions to semi-leptonic scalar and pseudoscalar operators from neutral Higgs exchange (see
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b
s
H0; h0; A0
`
`0
Figure 1. Tree-level eects in b ! s`+`  transitions induced by the avour-changing couplings
"d23;32. These diagrams contribute to the Wilson coecients of scalar operator C
(0)IJ
S;P as given in
eq. (3.5).
gure 1). They are given by
CIJS =
162
g42s
2
WVtbV

ts
m2W
m2
H
"d32

2sc
m`IIJ
v
(yh   yH) + LIJ+

;
CIJP =
162
g42s
2
WVtbV

ts
m2W
m2
H
"d32
 
c2yh + s
2
yH
 
"`IJ   "`JI

+ yA
 
"`IJ + "
`
JI

;
C 0IJS =
162
g42s
2
WVtbV

ts
m2W
m2
H
"d23

2sc
m`IIJ
v
 
yh   yH
  LIJ   ;
C 0IJP =
162
g42s
2
WVtbV

ts
m2W
m2
H
"d23
 
c2yh + s
2
yH
 
"`IJ   "`JI
  yA "`IJ + "`JI ;
(3.5)
where we dened
LIJ = yA
 
"`IJ   "`JI
  c2yh + s2yH  "`IJ + "`JI ; (3.6)
and
yA =
m2H
m2A0
; yh =
m2H
m2h0
; yH =
m2H
m2H0
: (3.7)
In addition, we dene for future convenience the squared mass ratios for heavy Majorana
neutrino, up-type quark and the W boson with respect to the charged Higgs
xi =
m2Ni
m2
H
; zi =
m2ui
m2
H
; y =
m2W
m2
H
: (3.8)
We derived eq. (3.5) by working at leading order in the external momenta (which we
will also do for all following results). This corresponds to an expansion in mb;s and m`
over the Higgs masses which we assume to be at least at the EW scale. For consistency,
one has to take into account all masses mb;s and m` in this expansion, also the ones
entering via Higgs couplings.3 Equation (3.5) contains terms linear in light fermion masses
which therefore correspond to dim-7 contributions. However, since from the expansion in
the external momenta no dim-7 terms arise (the next non-vanishing order is dim-8), it is
3Note that it is a convenient feature of the Higgs basis that only the couplings which are related to
EW symmetry breaking contain fermion masses (unlike in type-I/II/X/Y). Thus one can directly expand
in these parameters without taking into account factors of sin, tan, etc.
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b sH
 
c; tc; t

b sc; t
H H 

b sH
 
c; tc; t
g
Figure 2. Feynman diagrams showing the 2HDM contribution to C
(0)
7 and C
(0)
8 given in eq. (3.10),
eq. (3.11) and eq. (3.12).
consistent to keep these terms even though in the loop eects, to be studied later, we only
consider dim-6 terms.
The Wilson coecients of the four-quark operators in eq. (3.3) due to tree-level charged
Higgs exchange read
CLL =
4"dk2V

2k"
u
n2Vn3m
2
W
g22VtbV

tsm
2
H
;
CLR =  4V

k2"
u
k2"
u
n2Vn3m
2
W
g22VtbV

tsm
2
H
;
CRL =  4"
d
k2V

2kV2n"
d
n3m
2
W
g22VtbV

tsm
2
H
;
CRR =
4V k2"
u
k2V2n"
d
n3m
2
W
g22VtbV

tsm
2
H
:
(3.9)
3.2 b! s
Here (and for all loop eects to be calculated) we do not consider multiple avour changes
which are phenomenologically known to be small. Regarding the (numerically) leading
contributions due to the charged Higgs (see gure 2) exchange we therefore only have to
distinguish the top contribution (for which all particles in the loop are heavy) from the
charm contribution (where we set the mass equal to zero). For the rst case the result is
given by
C7
H =  1
18
m2W
M2
H
V k2"
u
k3"
u
n3Vn3
g22VtbV

ts
f1(z3)  1
3
mt
mb
m2W
M2
H
V k2"
u
k3V3n"
d
n3
g22VtbV

ts
f2(z3) ;
C 0H

7 = 
1
18
m2W
M2
H
"dk2V

3kV3n"
d
n3
g22VtbV

ts
f1(z3)  1
3
mt
mb
m2W
M2
H
"dk2V

3k"
u
n3Vn3
g22VtbV

ts
f2(z3) ;
C8
H =  1
6
m2W
M2
H
V k2"
u
k3"
u
n3Vn3
g22VtbV

ts
f3(z3)  mt
mb
m2W
M2
H
V k2"
u
k3V3n"
d
n3
g22VtbV

ts
f4(z3) ;
C 0H

8 = 
1
6
m2W
M2
H
"dk2V

3kV3n"
d
n3
g22VtbV

ts
f3(z3)  mt
mb
m2W
M2
H
"dk2V

3k"
u
n3Vn3
g22VtbV

ts
f4(z3) ;
(3.10)
which is in agreement with e.g. [29, 85, 86]. Since we assume the charm quark in the
denominator of the propagator to be massless, while we keep the leading term in the
numerator, there is a dimensionally regularised infrared singularity which has to cancel
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with the EFT contribution originating from the four-quark operators dened in eq. (3.9).
The result at the matching scale  is thus given by
C7
H() =  7
18
m2W
M2
H
V k2"
u
k2"
u
n2Vn3
g22VtbV

ts
  1
3
mc
mb
m2W
M2
H
V k2"
u
k2V2n"
d
n3
g22VtbV

ts

3 + 4 log

2
m2
H+

;
C 0H

7 () = 
7
18
m2W
M2
H
"dk2V

2kV2n"
d
n3
g22VtbV

ts
  1
3
mc
mb
m2W
M2
H
"dk2V

2k"
u
n2Vn3
g22VtbV

ts

3 + 4 log

2
m2
H+

;
C8
H() =  1
3
m2W
M2
H
V k2"
u
k2"
u
n2Vn3
g22VtbV

ts
  mc
mb
m2W
M2
H
V k2"
u
k2V2n"
d
n3
g22VtbV

ts

3 + 2 log

2
m2
H+

;
C 0H

8 () = 
1
3
m2W
M2
H
"dk2V

2kV2n"
d
n3
g22VtbV

ts
  mc
mb
m2W
M2
H
"dk2V

2k"
u
n2Vn3
g22VtbV

ts

3 + 2 log

2
m2
H+

: (3.11)
The four fermion operators in eq. (3.3) mix into C
(0)
7;8 (at order 
0
s) from the matching 
down to the B meson scale b, resulting in
CH

7 mix() = 
4
3
mc
mb
m2W
M2
H
V k2"
u
k2V2n"
d
n3
g22VtbV

ts
log

2b
2

;
C 0H

7 mix() = 
4
3
mc
mb
m2W
M2
H
"dk2V

2k"
u
n2Vn3
g22VtbV

ts
log

2b
2

;
CH

8 mix() =
3
2
CH

7 mix() ;
C 0H

8 mix() =
3
2
C 0H

7 mix() :
(3.12)
Therefore, the dependence on the matching scale  cancels as required once both the hard
matching contribution and the soft contribution from the EFT are added to each other.
Since there is no constant term in eq. (3.12) the inclusion of the soft contribution just leads
to a replacement of  by b in eq. (3.11).
While an explicit splitting into the hard matching contribution and the eect from
the four-quark operators is necessary if one aims at including s corrections, this is not
necessary at leading order and one can just add both contributions. In fact, since the
neutral Higgs contribution is phenomenologically small, a leading order estimate is sucient
and we give here the sum of the soft and the hard contribution at the B meson scale b
CH
0
7 (b) =
m2W "
d
23
18g22m
2
H+
V tsVtb
h
"d33
 
yA + c
2
yh + s
2
yH

+ 3"d33
 
3 + 2 log
 
2b
m2A0
!!
yA
 
 
3 + 2 log
 
2b
m2h0
!!
c2yh  
 
3 + 2 log
 
2b
m2H0
!!
s2yH
i
;
C 0H
0
7 (b) =
m2W "
d
32
18g22m
2
H+
V tsVtb
h
"d33
 
yA + c
2
yh + s
2
yH

+ 3"d33
 
3 + 2 log
 
2b
m2A0
!!
yA
 
 
3 + 2 log
 
2b
m2h0
!!
c2yh  
 
3 + 2 log
 
2b
m2H0
!!
s2yH
i
;
CH
0
8 (b) =  3CH07 (b) ;
C 0H
0
8 (b) =  3C 0H07 (b) : (3.13)
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It is straightforward to use the NLO QCD corrections calculated in ref. [85] (for our
prediction with a top-quark in the loop), where QCD corrections in a generic 2HDM with
a discrete symmetry were considered. The Wilson coecients C7 and C8 can be included
by simply setting the couplings X and Y dened in ref. [85] to
jY j2 = 4m
2
W
g22m
2
t
V k2"
u
k3"
u
l3 Vl3
V33V 32
;
XY  =   4m
2
W
g22mtmb
V k2"
u
k3V3l"
d
l3
V33V 32
:
(3.14)
The primed operators can be treated in an analogous way taking into account that C 02 = 0.
3.3 One-loop eects in b! s``(0)
We will now calculate the \leading" one-loop matching contributions to the operators C
(0)
S ,
C
(0)
P , C
(0)
9 and C
(0)
10 . We will perform this calculation in a general R gauge expanding all
diagrams up to the rst non-vanishing order in the external momenta, corresponding to
dim-6 operators. In addition, we neglect all quark masses, except for the top-quark and
integrate out all Higgses, W , Z and the top at a common scale mEW.
By \leading" one-loop eects we also mean that we will only calculate the loop correc-
tions to a Wilson coecient if there is no corresponding tree-level eect. In addition, we
will neglect small eects originating from multiple avour changes, i.e. 3 ! 1 ! 2. Thus,
since the tree-level contribution involve "d23;32, we will assume these couplings to be zero
when calculating the loop correction. Therefore, avour violation in the quark sector can
either originate from the CKM matrix multiplying a diagonal "dii or from the term "
u
jfVjiPL
which contributes both for diagonal and also o-diagonal elements "ujf . Note that the latter
terms only enter via charged Higgs couplings to quarks. Hence, we just need to calculate
diagrams with a charged Higgs and/or W boson together with the corresponding charged
Goldstones. Finally, we obtain gauge-invariant results.
3.3.1 Self-energies and renormalization
Here we will discuss the renormalization which can be solely derived from expressions for the
self-energies. The reason is that in our setup (with "d23;32 = 0) ultraviolet divergences only
arise in (pseudo)scalar operators originating from Higgs penguins and Higgs couplings are
intrinsically related to chirality changing self-energies (see ref. [87]). We will also use this
opportunity to illustrate the cancellation of the gauge dependence in the renormalization
of the quark masses. We performed the calculation in a general R gauge.
We begin by dening the self-energies as
b s
=  i  p=PLLLsb + p=PRRRsb + PRLRsb + PLRLsb  ; (3.15)
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and we obtain the following expressions for b! s transitions
LRsb =
e2V i2Vi3mbzi
322s2W (zi   y)
h
log(y)  log(zi)
i
  e
2V i2Vi3mbzi
322s2W y
"
log(zi) 

1 +
1

+ log

2
m2
H+
#
+
"d33Vi3V

k2"
u
kimui
82
"
1 +
1

+ log

2
m2
H+

  log (zi) zi
zi   1
#
;
(3.16)
RLsb =
"d22"uniVn3V

i2mui
82
"
1 +
1

+ log

2
m2
H+

  log (zi) zi
zi   1
#
; (3.17)
LLsb = 
e2V i2Vi3zi
642s2W y

1

+ log

2
m2
H+

  Vn3"
u
ni "
u
kiV

k2
162

1

+ log

2
m2
H+

  e
2V i2Vi3zi
162s2W (zi   y)
h
log (y)  log (zi)
i
  e
2V i2Vi3zi
1282s2W y (y   zi)2
h
6 log (y) y2 + 3(z2i   y2)  log (zi)
 
8y2   4yzi + 2z2i
 i
  Vn3"
u
ni "
u
kiV

k2
322 ( 1 + zi)2
h
1  4zi + 3z2i   2 log (zi) z2i
i
; (3.18)
RRsb =
"d22"d33V i2Vi3
162
zi
"
1
1  zi +
zi log(zi)
(zi   1)2
#
; (3.19)
with  denoting the gauge parameter.
Let us now consider the general eect of self-energies on kinetic terms and quark masses
(see e.g. ref. [88]). First of all, one has to render the kinetic terms canonical, leading to
the shifts in the quark elds
qL;Ri !

ij +
1
2
LL;RRij

qL;Rj : (3.20)
These shifts then enter not only in all couplings but also in quark masses. Since the quark
mass terms receive contributions from the chirality changing self-energies as well, we have
mffi ! mdfi =

fj +
1
2
LLfj

mjjk

ki +
1
2
RRki

+ LRfi : (3.21)
The eigenvalues of this matrix after renormalization in the MS scheme are identied with
the physical quark masses, extracted from data according to the SM prescription. Note
that at rst order in perturbation theory (i.e. linear in ), the eigenvalues just correspond
to the diagonal terms
mi

1 +
1
2
RRii +
1
2
LLii

+ LRii ; (3.22)
where the dependence on  drops out and thus rendering the renormalized parameter
gauge-independent, as required for a physical quantity. The rotations that diagonalize the
mass matrix as
ULjf m
d
jkU
R
ki = m
d
i fi ; (3.23)
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read at leading order (considering only the s-b sector)
UL=
0B@ 1 12LL23 +
LR23
mb
 12LL23  
LR23
mb
1
1CA; UR=
0B@ 1 12RR23 +
RL23
mb
 12RR23  
RL23
mb
1
1CA:
These rotations, together with the shifts in eq. (3.20) result in
~UL 
0@ 1 + 12LL22 LL23 + LR23mb
 LR23mb 1 + 12LL33
1A ; ~UR 
0@ 1 + 12RR22 RR23 + RL23mb
 RL23mb 1 + 12RR33
1A : (3.24)
This agrees with the diagrammatical approach of ref. [89] and conrms the statements
of ref. [22] that diagrams involving avour changing self-energies can be treated as one-
particle irreducible. Thus, we apply eq. (3.24) to the couplings "dij and take into account
all self-energy contributions.
Let us now turn to the renormalization. As stated above, it can be determined solely
from the expressions for the self-energies. Unlike in the SM or in 2HDMs with natural
avour conservation, our results for b! s`+`  will be divergent for generic couplings "uij .
The reason for this is that once "uij does not correspond to a special case of the four 2HDMs
with natural avour conservation (see table 1), the Z2 symmetry in the Yukawa sector is
broken and no symmetry protects "dij from being avour changing. In fact, counterterms
to o-diagonal elements of "dij are required to render the result nite. Since all divergences
originate from Higgs penguin diagrams, we can determine the 1= structure of our results
from the self-energies. For this, we start with the interaction basis in which the Yukawa
Lagrangian is given by
  LEWY = df

Y dfiH
d
0 + ~"
d
fiH
u
0

PRdi + uf

Y ufiH
u
0 + ~"
u
fiH
d
0

PRui ; (3.25)
where for simplicity we considered the neutral current part only. Assuming (3.25) is already
in the basis with diagonal mass matrices, the masses then are given by
mdfjji = vdY
d
fi + vu~"
d
fi ; m
u
fi = vuY
u
fi + vd~"
u
fi : (3.26)
Since the chirality ip on the fermion line in LR23 always originates from an up-quark mass,
we can dene
(Y ukl vu + ~"
u
kl vd)
kl
fi = 
LR
fi

div
: (3.27)
We keep only the relevant divergent part and we obtain
ij23 =
~"d33V

k2~"
u
kiVj3
82
1

; ij32 =  
~"d22V

k3~"
u
kiVj2
82
1

: (3.28)
We invert the relations in table 1 to go to the Higgs basis and set for consistency reasons
the quark masses to zero. Then we apply the rotations in eq. (3.24) and nd
"d23 =

LR23
mb
"d33   "d22

RR23 +
RL23
mb

div
  ijsb"uji ;
"d32 =

"d33
RL23
mb
 

LL23 +
LR23
mb

"d22

div
  ijbs"uji ;
(3.29)
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b sH
 
c; tc; t
Z; 
`0 `
b sc; t
H H 
Z; 
`0 `
Figure 3. Feynman diagrams showing the o-shell photon and Z penguin contributions to C
(0)
9(10),
given in eqs. (3.30), (3.31), (3.32).
where the denition for the bare couplings "
d(0)
23;32 = "
d
23;32 + "
d
23;32 was used. Again, note
that these counterterms are independent of the gauge parameter . As we will see later,
these counterterms, inserted into the tree-level expressions for Bs ! `+`  (see eq. (3.5)),
will render the results nite.
3.3.2 Z and  penguins
The Wilson coecients originating from Z penguins and involving the charged Higgs (see
gure 3), are only relevant for top exchange and are given by
CIJ9 =  IJ
V k2"
u
k3"
u
n3Vn3
2e2VtbV

ts
 
1  4s2W
  
I1(z3)  1

;
CIJ10 = IJ
V k2"
u
k3"
u
n3Vn3
2e2VtbV

ts
 
I1(z3)  1

;
C 0IJ9 = IJ
"dk2V

3kV3n"
d
n3
2e2VtbV

ts
 
1  4s2W
  
I1(z3)  1

;
C 0IJ10 =  IJ
"dk2V

3kV3n"
d
n3
2e2VtbV

ts
 
I1(z3)  1

;
(3.30)
where the loop function I1(x) is dened in the appendix. Note that I1(0) 1 = 0 justifying
that we only consider the top quark here.
For the o-shell photon penguin, also shown in gure 3, we obtain for the top quark
CIJ9 = IJ
V k2"
u
k3"
u
n3Vn3
27g22VtbV

ts
m2W
M2
H
f5(z3) ;
C 0IJ9 = IJ
"dk2V

3kV3n"
d
n3
27g22VtbV

ts
m2W
M2
H
f5(z3) :
(3.31)
Concerning light-quarks, the hard matching contributions get amended by the mixing of
the four-quark operators in eq. (3.9) into C9 and C
0
9. We obtain
CIJ9 (b) = IJ
2
27
V k2"
u
k2"
u
n2Vn3
g22VtbV

ts
m2W
M2
H
 
19 + 12 log

2b
M2
H
!
;
C 0IJ9 (b) = IJ
2
27
"dk2V

2kV2n"
d
n3
g22VtbV

ts
m2W
M2
H
 
19 + 12 log

2b
M2
H
!
:
(3.32)
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The same result can be obtained by expanding eq. (3.31) in mt and then replacing mt in
the logarithm by the B meson scale b. Once more, note that at LO adding the soft to the
hard matching contribution is justied.
3.3.3 Higgs penguin and W -Higgs boxes
Here, contributions originating from avour changing self-energies appear that are para-
metrically enhanced by
ti =
mui
mb
; (3.33)
for i = 3. Using these denitions, the neutral Higgs penguin contributions involving a top
quarks and a H in the loop, (see gure 4) read
CIJS(HH) =
"d22
g42s
2
WV

tsVtb
 
  m
2
W
2m2
H
LIJ+
h
4I1 (z3) t3(z3   1)
 
"d33V

k2"
u
k3V33   "d33V 32"un3Vn3

  2 log

2
m2
H+
 
2

"d33V

k2"
u
k3V33   "d33V 32"un3Vn3

t3 + 2V

32"
u
33"
u
n3Vn3
  V k2"uk3"un3Vn3
  I0 (z3)V k2"uk3"un3Vn3 + 4I5 (z3; z3)V 32"u33"un3Vn3i
+ 2I4 (z3; z3)V

32"
u
33"
u
n3Vn3L
IJ
 
m2W
m2
H
  V 32"un3Vn3
mW
mH
p
z3
 
"`IJ + "
`
JI

2(1  I1 (z3))cg2s(yh   yH)
+ I1 (z3)
mW
mH

cyh
h0H+H 
mH+
  syH
H0H+H 
mH+
!
;
C 0IJS(HH) =
1
g42s
2
WV

tsVtb
 
m2W
m2
H
LIJ 
h
 2I1(z3) t3(z3 1)
 
"d33
2
V k2"
u
k3V33 "d22"d22V 32"un3Vn3

+2 log

2
m2
H+
  "d33V k2"uk3"u33V33+"d332V k2"uk3V33 "d22"d22V 32"un3Vn3t3
+ "d33
 
I7 (z3) "
d
22"
d
22V

32V33 + 2I5 (z3; z3)V

k2"
u
k3"
u
33V33
i
  2I4 (z3; z3) "d33V k2"uk3"u33V33LIJ+
m2W
m2
H
  "d33V k2"uk3V33
mW
mH
p
z3
 
"`IJ + "
`
JI

2(1  I1 (z3))cg2s(yh   yH)
+ I1 (z3)
mW
mH

c
h0H+H 
mH+
yh  
H0H+H 
mH+
syH
!
:
(3.34)
The charm contribution is obtained in the limit z ! 0 and is explicitly given in the
appendix. The top quark contributions of diagrams including both W and H, i.e.
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b sH
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H0; h0; A0
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b sc; t
H H 
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Figure 4. Higgs-penguin Feynman diagrams contributing to C
(0)IJ
S(P )(HH) in eqs. (3.34).
b
s
c; t 
W 
H  `0
`
b sc; t
H W 
H0; h0; A0
`0 `
b sc; t
W H 
H0; h0; A0
`0 `
Figure 5. Mixed H-W box-diagrams and Higgs penguins contributing to C
(0)IJ
S(P )(HW ) in eq. (3.35).
It is understood for the W diagrams that the Goldstone bosons are implicitly included.
mixed boxes and Higgs penguins with a W in the loop (see gure 5) yield the result
CIJS(HW ) =
"d22
g22s
2
W

z3
4
log

2
m2
H+

LIJ+ +
1
8
I3 (y; z3)L
IJ
+ + I2 (z3) "
`
IJ

;
C 0IJS(HW ) =
"d33
g22s
2
W

z3
2
log

2
m2
H+

LIJ   
1
2
I6 (z3)L
IJ
  + I2 (z3) "
`
JI

;
(3.35)
which constitutes a gauge invariant subset. The expressions for C
(0)IJ
P are related to the
ones given above by
CIJP = C
IJ
S

"`JI! "`JI
; C 0IJP = C
0IJ
S

"`JI! "`JI
: (3.36)
The charm contribution vanishes in limit mc ! 0 since the loop functions involved approach
zero in the approximation.
The sum of the results in eq. (3.34) and eq. (3.35) is renormalized in the MS scheme
using the counterterms of eq. (3.29) inserted into the tree-level expressions of eq. (3.5). As
a further check of the correctness of the result, note that in the limit of one of the four
2HDMs with natural avour violation the result is nite without any counterterm.
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b
s
c; t 
H 
H  `0
`
Figure 6. Box diagrams involving only charged Higgses contributing to C
(0)IJ
9;10 in eq. (3.37).
3.3.4 H boxes
The expressions for the box diagrams involving two charged Higgses (see gure 6) are
given by
CIJ9 =
 m2W
g42s
2
WVtbV

tsm
2
H
 
V k2"
u
ki"
u
niVn3
 
"`mI"
`
mJI1(zi)  UIp"pj"mjUJmI8(zi; xj)

;
CIJ10 =
 m2W
g42s
2
WVtbV

tsm
2
H
 
V k2"
u
ki"
u
niVn3
 
"`mI"
`
mJI1(zi) + UIp"

pj"

mjU

JmI8(zi; xj

;
C 0IJ9 =
 m2W
g42s
2
WVtbV

tsm
2
H
 
"dk2V

ikVin"
d
n3
 
"`mI"
`
mJI1(zi)  UIp"pj"mjUJmI8(zi; xj

;
C 0IJ10 =
 m2W
g42s
2
WVtbV

tsm
2
H
 
"dk2V

ikVin"
d
n3
 
"`mI"
`
mJI1(zi) + UIp"

pj"

mjU

JmI8(zi; xj

:
(3.37)
Note that "` (") generates C9 = ( )C10 and C 09 = ( )C 010. The limit mc ! 0 exists and
the corresponding expressions for the loop-functions are given in the appendix.
3.4 Processes and observables
For b ! s+  transitions it is helpful to distinguish three regimes, the one of scalar
operators (C
(0)
S and C
(0)
P ), the one of vector operators (C
(0)
9 and C
(0)
10 ) and the one of magnetic
operators (C
(0)
7 ). In Bs ! ``0 processes both scalar and vector operators enter in the
branching ratio (see e.g. [29, 90])
Br

Bs ! `+I ` J

=
G4FM
4
W s
4
W
325
V tbVts2f  r2I ; r2J MBs f2Bs (m`I +m`J )2 Bs (3.38)

( M2Bs
 
CIJP   C 0IJP
 
mqf +mqi

(m`I +m`J )
   CIJ10   C 0IJ10  21  (rI   rJ)2
+
 M2Bs
 
C 0IJS   CIJS

(mqf +mqi)(m`I +m`J )
+
(m`I  m`J )
(m`I +m`J )
 
CIJ9   C 0IJ9
 21  (rI + rJ)2
)
;
with f (rI ; rJ) and rI dened as
f (rI ; rJ) =
q
1  2 (rI + rJ) + (rI   rJ)2 ; rI = m`I
MBs
: (3.39)
Note that [29] uses a dierent denition for the operator basis. As one can see, the eect of
scalar operators is enhanced by a factor  M2Bs=(mbm`max[I;J]), with respect to the vector
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ones. Thus, these processes (also since they are two-body decays) are most sensitive to
scalar operators taking into account eq. (1.1) and eq. (1.2). However, the eect of vector
operators cannot be neglected here, since they have dierent parametric dependences,
notably contributions independent of "dij .
Concerning magnetic operators, the inclusive b! s decay is most sensitive. The SM
prediction [47, 91]
Br[B ! Xs]SM = (3:36 0:23) 10 4 (3.40)
has to be compared to the experimental value [31]
Br[B ! Xs]EXP = (3:32 0:15) 10 4 : (3.41)
In case of vanishing C 07;8 one can use the numerical formula [47] to express the branching
ratio in terms of the Wilson coecients4 at the matching scale
Br[B ! Xs] = (3:36 0:23  8:22C7   1:99C8) 10 4 : (3.42)
Note that the contributions in eqs. (3.11), (3.13), which would require the addition of the
four Fermion operators in eq. (3.9) are all proportional to "d, which we set to zero in our
analysis. Finally, semi-leptonic decays are important to constrain vector operators since
their dependence on scalar ones is very weak [93]. However, many processes and observables
have been measured and one therefore should use a global t to constrain C
(0)
9;10 (taking
also into account Bs ! +  if one assumes the absence of scalar operators). The scenario
with a lepton avour conserving C10 eect (C
U
10) and a contribution to C9 =  C10 with
muons only (CV9 =  CV10) (following the conventions of ref. [94]) is phenomenologically the
most important scenario for us. We will discuss this in the next section.
Concerning the case of decays into tau leptons, one can calculate the semi-leptonic
processes using the relevant expressions for the factors. We use the results of ref. [95] and
nd for tau leptons
107  Br B ! K+ [15;22] = 1:20 + 0:15C 09   0:42C 010 + 0:02C 0 29
+ 0:05C 0 210 + 0:15C
NP
9   0:42CNP10 + 0:04CNP9 C 09 + 0:10CNP10 C 010
+ 0:02CNP 29 + 0:05C
NP 2
10



0:12 + 0:02CNP9   0:04CNP10
+ 0:01C 09   0:04C 010 + 0:08C 0 210 + 0:01CNP10 C 010 + 0:01CNP 210

;
(3.43)
107  Br B ! K+ [15;19] = 0:98  0:30C 09 + 0:12C 010 + 0:05C 0 29
+ 0:02C 0 210 + 0:38C
NP
9   0:14CNP10   0:08CNP9 C 09   0:03CNP10 C 010
+ 0:05CNP 29 + 0:02C
NP 2
10



0:09 + 0:03CNP9   0:01CNP10
  0:01CNP9 C 09   0:03C 09   0:01C 09C 010 + 0:01C 0 29   0:01C 0 210

;
(3.44)
4For a more detailed analysis included primed operators see e.g. ref. [92].
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107  Br Bs ! + [15;18:8] = 0:86  0:28C 09 + 0:10C 010 + 0:05C 0 29
+ 0:01C 0 210 + 0:34C
NP
9   0:11CNP10   0:08CNP9 C 09   0:02CNP10 C 010
+ 0:05CNP 29 + 0:01C
NP 2
10

  0:06 + 0:02CNP9   0:02C 09 + 0:02C 0 210 :
(3.45)
For lepton avour violating transitions one nds [96]
Br[B ! K`+`0 ] = 10 9

aK``0
C``09 + C 0``09 2 + bK``0 C``010 + C 0``010 2 ; (3.46)
Br[B ! K`+`0 ] = 10 9

aK``0
C``09 + C 0``09 2 + bK``0 C``010 + C 0``010 2
+ cK``0
C``09   C 0``09 2 + dK``0 C``010   C 0``010 2 ; (3.47)
with
``0 aK``0 bK``0 aK``0 bK``0 cK``0 dK``0
 9:6 1:0 10:0 1:3 3:0 0:8 2:7 0:7 16:4 2:1 15:4 1:9
e 15:4 3:1 15:7 3:1 5:6 1:9 5:6 1:9 29:1 4:9 29:1 4:9
4 b! s, Bs   Bs mixing, a and `! `0
Let us now turn to the matching for the remaining b! s processes, b! s and Bs   Bs
mixing. In addition, we consider the anomalous magnetic moments of charged leptons
together with the closely related radiative lepton decays and h! .
4.1 b! s
For b! s processes the corresponding eective Hamiltonian is dened as
HIJe =  
4GFp
2
VtbV

ts
 
CIJL O
IJ
L + C
IJ
R O
IJ
R

; (4.1)
with the operators
OIJL =
e2
162
sPLbI
 (1  5) J ; OIJR =
e2
162
sPRbI
 (1  5) J : (4.2)
From box diagrams with charged Higgses we obtain
CIJL =
y
g42s
2
WVtbV

ts
 
V m2"
u
mi"
u
li Vl3U

nI"
`
nj"
`
pjUpJ

I1(zi) ; (4.3)
CIJR =
y
g42s
2
WVtbV

ts
 
"dm2V

imVil"
d
l3U

nI"
`
nj"
`
pjUpJ

I1(zi) : (4.4)
We follow [50] and dene
IJ =
qCIJL 2 + CIJR 2CSML  ; IJ =  Re

CIJL C
JI
R
CIJL 2 + CIJR 2 : (4.5)
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This allows us to write the branching ratio in terms of
RK =
1
3
3X
fI;Jg=1
(1  2IJ)2IJ ; RK =
1
3
3X
fI;Jg=1
(1 + IJ)
2
IJ ; (4.6)
where  encapsules the dependence on the form factors. In ref. [50] this quantity is
evaluated using as input for the B ! K form factors a combined t to lattice and LCSR
results performed in [97], nding  = 1:34 0:04. The branching ratio reads
Br [B ! Xs]  Br [B ! Xs]SM

RK + 2R

K
2 + 

: (4.7)
This has to be compared to the experimental limits [48]
RK < 3:9 ; R

K < 2:7 : (4.8)
4.2 Bs   Bs mixing
The eective Hamiltonian is dened as
HF=2e =
5X
a=1
CaOa +
3X
a=1
C 0aO
0
a ; (4.9)
with
O
(0)
1 =

s
PL(R)b
 
sPL(R)b

; O
(0)
2 =

sPL(R)b
 
sPL(R)b

;
O
(0)
3 =

sPL(R)b
 
sPL(R)b

; O4 = [sPLb] [sPRb ] ;
O5 = [sPLb ] [sPRb] :
(4.10)
We obtain at tree level (see left diagram in gure 7)
C2 =  1
2
 
"d32
2 s2
m2H0
+
c2
m2h0
  1
m2A0

;
C 02 =  
1
2
 
"d23
2 s2
m2H0
+
c2
m2h0
  1
m2A0

;
C4 =  "d23"d32

s2
m2H0
+
c2
m2h0
+
1
m2A0

:
(4.11)
Like in the case for b! s`+` , we only calculate a loop eect in the case of a vanishing
tree-level contribution, i.e. for "d23;32 = 0. In agreement with ref. [29] we nd for the pure
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H0; h0; A0
s
b
b
s
c; t c; t
H 
H  b
s b
s
c; t c; t
W 
H  b
s
Figure 7. Feynman diagrams contributing to Bs  Bs mixing. Note that the tree-level contribution
is absent for "d23 = "
d
32 = 0.
H+ boxes
C1 =  
 
V k2"
u
kj"
u
lj Vl3
 
V m2"umi"
u
niVn3

322m2
H+
I8(zj ; zi) ;
C 01 =  
 
"d22"d33V i2Vi3
 
"d22"d33V j2Vj3

322m2
H+
I9(zi; zj) ;
C2 =  
 
"d22V j2"
u
lj Vl3
 
"d22V i2"
u
niVn3

82
p
zi
p
zj
m2
H+
I10(zi; zj) ;
C 02 =  
 
V n2"uniVi3"
d
33
 
V l2"
u
ljVj3"
d
33

82
p
zi
p
zj
m2
H+
I10(zi; zj) ;
C4 =  
 
"d22V j2"
u
lj Vl3
 
V m2"umiVi3"
d
33

42
p
zi
p
zj
m2
H+
I10(zi; zj) ;
C5 =
 
"d22V j2Vj3"
d
33
 
V m2"umk"
u
nkVn3

82m2
H+
(I8(zj ; zk) + I1(zj)) ;
(4.12)
and for the W+-H+ boxes
C1 =
g22
642
p
zj
p
zk
m2W
 
V j2"
u
ij Vi3
 
V l2"
u
lkVk3

I11(y; zk; zj) ;
C4 =  
g22
 
"d22"d33V k2Vk3V

j2Vj3

162m2W
I12(zj ; zk) :
(4.13)
The corresponding diagrams are shown in gure 7. The loop functions are given in the
appendix and once more we did not distinguish between the cases of light and heavy quarks,
since the contribution of the light quarks trivially follows by taking the convergent limit
zi ! 0.
Phenomenologically, we only need to consider the contributions to C1, since the other
Wilson coecients are proportional to "dij which we will assume to be small. The constraints
on NP crucially depend on the hadronic matrix elements calculated in lattice QCD. While
ref. [98] nds a preference for destructive interference with the SM, ref. [99] nds a pref-
erence for constructive interference. We will therefore use the ratio CNP1 =C
SM
1 , where all
hadronic uncertainties drop out. We assume a conservative bound of 30%.
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4.3 `! `0 and a`
Since it is important for our phenomenological analysis, we generalize the formula of ref. [29]
to include right-handed neutrinos. Following the conventions of ref. [100] we dene
He = c`F `IR `FPR`IF + h:c: ; (4.14)
with
a`I =  
4m`I
e
<
h
c`I`IR
i
; (4.15)
and
Br [`I ! `F] =
m3`I
4
`I
cFIR 2 + cIFR 2 : (4.16)
For the loop diagrams with charged Higgses we obtain
c`F `IR =  
em`I
 
UFk"

kj"

njU

In

1922m2
H+

2x2j + 5xj   1
(1  xj)3 +
6x2j log(xj)
(1  xj)4

+
em`F "
`
kF "
`
kI
1922m2
H+
;
c`F `IL =  
em`F
 
UFk"

kj"

njU

In

1922m2
H+

2x2j + 5xj   1
(1  xj)3 +
6x2j log(xj)
(1  xj)4

+
em`I"
`
kF "
`
kI
1922m2
H+
;
(4.17)
where we set the left-handed neutrino mass to zero. The neutral Higgs bosons give
c`F `IR =
X
H=fH0;h0;A0g
 
e

m`F 
H
jF  
H
jI +m`I 
H
jF  
H
jI

1922m2H
+
em`j 
H
Fj 
H
jI
642m2H
 
3 + 2 log
m2`j
m2H
!
(4.18)
with
 H0FI = c
m`F
v
FI   s"`FI ;  h0FI = s
m`F
v
FI + c"
`
FI ;  
A0
FI = i"
`
FI : (4.19)
Also here, we included the hard matching contribution together with the soft contribution
from the eective theory in the formula since we do not aim at calculating QED correc-
tions [101]. For our purposes we require only the lepton avour violating decay  ! 
whose experimental upper limit is given by Br [ ! ] < 4:4  10 8 [102, 103].
4.4 h! 
Here, we nd for the decay width
  [h! ] ' 3c
2
mh
8

j"`23j2 + j"`32j2

1  m
2

m2h
2
; (4.20)
with  SM ' 4:1MeV. This has to be compared to the current experimental limit [104, 105]
Br [h! ]  1:43% : (4.21)
Due to the suppressed SM decay width, h! will turn out to be surprisingly constraining.
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Figure 8. Eect in Bs   Bs mixing and CU10 in the "u23-"u32 plane for MH+ = 400GeV assuming
all other couplings " = 0. Note that the relative eect in CU10 with respect to the one in Bs   Bs
mixing is to a good approximation independent of the Higgs masses. The small allowed regions in
the bottom-left (top-right) of the plot correspond to cancellations between boxes with two charged
Higgses and mixed boxes with W and H.
5 Phenomenological analysis
In our numerical analysis we want to focus on the possibility to explain the hints for NP
in b ! s+  transitions and a within 2HDMs. Concerning b ! s+  data, it is
well-known from global ts that a sizeable contribution to the Wilson coecient C9 (and
possibly also C10) is required to explain the data. Additional substantial eects in C
0
9 and
C 010 are possible. However, contributions to scalar operators must be suppressed due to
the strong constraints from Bs ! +  where they enter with an enhancement factor
of m2b=m
2
.
C9 and C10 can only be generated from  and Z penguins (see eqs. (3.30){(3.32))
or from charged Higgs boxes (see eq. (3.37)). Interestingly, all contributions to C9 and
C10 involve "
u
ij but not "
d
ij while the eect in C
0
9, C
0
10 only appears once "
d
ii is unequal to
zero. Furthermore, scalar operators involve both "dii and "
u
ij . To accommodate the strong
constraints on scalar operators we will assume that "dii is negligibly small in the following.
As stated above, an eect in C9 is mandatory to explain the anomalies. However, the Z
penguin contribution to C9 is suppressed by (1   4s2W ) and the o-shell photon eect is
small due to the electromagnetic coupling. Hence, in the limit of "`ij = "

ij = 0 we are
left with a lepton avour universal CU10 eect (following the conventions of ref. [94]) to a
good approximation. This eect is also strongly correlated to (and therefore limited by)
Bs  Bs mixing, as shown in gure 8. Note that this correlation is to a good approximation
independent of the Higgs masses. The bound from b! s in this setup turns out to be in
general weaker than the ones from Bs   Bs mixing.
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Figure 9. Prediction for the decay of the SM-like Higgs boson h!  as a function of "`32 under
the assumption that "`23 is chosen in such a way that the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon
is explained. We used MH+ = 400GeV, MH0 = 250GeV and MA0 = 300GeV. For c = 0:003 the
whole 2 region to explain a is shown while for c = 0:001 and c = 0:005 only the predictions
for the central value of a are depicted.
Therefore, we need in addition the charged Higgs boxes if we aim at a good t to
b ! s+  data. Here, "`I2 generates CV9 = CV10 eect in muons only, while "2I gives
CV9 =  CV10. Let us rst consider the case with only "`IJ since these couplings are present
also in the scenario without right-handed neutrinos. Since we aim at an explanation of a,
we focus on the elements "`23;32 which give an m=m enhanced eect in this observable.
5
For the numerical analysis we chose for deniteness mA0 = 300 GeV and mH0 = 250 GeV.
Even though a detailed collider analysis is well beyond the scope of this article, note that
the small values of c are compatible with direct LHC searches [83]. The eect in a is
directly correlated to h !  which strongly constrains c as shown in gure 9. The
bounds from h !  do not only depend on fewer parameters than  !  but are
even much stronger for "`22;33 = 0. Concerning b ! s`+` , the impact with "`23;32 6= 0 is
small. Since the eect in a is chirally enhanced, it signicantly limits the product "
`
23"
`
32
rendering the deviation from CV9 =  CV10 unimportant.
In a next step, we allow for the presence of right-handed neutrinos and "ij 6= 0 where
the CV9 =  CV10 eect has to be added to CU10 from the Z penguin. The result is shown
in gure 10 where we can see that it is dicult to nd points which give a good t to
b ! s+  data. While the eect of "IJ 6= 0 in a is always destructive, i.e. it increases
the discrepancy between theory and experiment, the eect is small since it is not enhanced
by m=m. It is therefore possible to tackle b! s+  xing "IJ and a xing "`IJ semi
independently, while choosing the Higgs masses consistent with direct searches and taking
into account the smallness of c, required by h! . One can see that in order to be in
agreement with b! s`+`  data, positive eects in Bs   Bs mixing are preferred.
5Since it is a chirally enhanced eect, it has a free phase and can thus give a sizeable eect in the electric
dipole moment of the muon [100].
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Figure 10. Scatter plot with "u22;32;23;33 and "

21;22;32;23;33 varied between 1:5. Concerning the
masses we scanned over are (in GeV) mNi 2 [100; 1000], mH+ 2 [100; 500] and fmH0 ;mA0g 2
[100; 350]. In total, we generated 106 points. The red regions are preferred by b ! s`+`  data
according to updated t of ref. [39] and includes the new LHCb [106] and Belle [107] measurement
of R(K) and R(K), respectively. It is interesting to note that using the new t signicantly more
points lie within the preferred regions.
6 Conclusions
In this article we studied b ! s transitions in 2HDMs with generic Yukawa couplings
(including right-handed neutrinos) with focus on b ! s+  transitions and its possible
correlations with a. We rst recalled the tree-level eects in b ! s observables which
involve "d23;32. If these elements are zero or negligibly small, loop eects involving W bosons
and charged Higgses can become numerically important. We calculated these leading one-
loop corrections to b ! s`+` , b ! s and B = S = 2 transitions in a general
R gauge and conrmed their correctness nding gauge invariant results. Additionally,
we discuss the treatment of self-energy contributions and renormalization in detail. In
addition, we provided the formula for  !  and a including the contributions from
heavy (TeV scale) right-handed neutrinos.
Concerning the phenomenology, we found that without right-handed neutrinos size-
able contributions to vector operators can only be generated via photon and Z penguins.
However, this does not allow for lepton avour universality violation and the eect in CU10
with respect to CU9 is too big to give a good t to data. Therefore, we included in a next
step right-handed neutrinos which lead in general to a lepton avour universality violating
CV9 =  CV10 eect. This can provide an explanation of the anomalies especially with the
recently updated b! s`+`  data.
If we allow for Higgs to  couplings, we can explain the anomalous magnetic mo-
ment by a chirally enhanced m=m eect. This leads at the same time to non-vanishing
branching ratios  !  and  ! 3 which are however compatible with the experimental
limits. The eect in h!  is found to be dominant, i.e. most constraining. In case of an
explanation of a, h !  requires a close alignment in the Higgs sector, i.e. very small
c. Furthermore, a small C
V
9 = +C
V
10 eect is generated which does not signicantly
improve the goodness of the t to data.
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2HDMs have a rich avour phenomenology since they give eects in many classes of
observables. As we showed in this article, these models are in principle capable to ex-
plain the discrepancies between the SM and experiment. Once one allows for a generic
avour structure and right-handed neutrinos, this provides a possible solution to the de-
viations in b ! s`+`  transitions and a, even though some degree of netuning is nec-
essary. Furthermore, also the anomalies in b ! c processes [31] might be addressed by
2HDMs [29, 108{117]. However, these solutions are under pressure from the measurement
of the Bc lifetime [118{121] and LHC searches [122]. Furthermore, also the 
0= anomaly
(see e.g. ref. [123] for a review) could be explained [52, 124], leaving 2HDMs still as one of
the most appealing NP scenarios.
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A Higgs potential and loop functions
We dene the Higgs potential as
V(1;2) = m211y11 +m222y22  
 
m212
y
12 +m
2
12
y
21

+
1
2
 
y11
2
+
2
2
 
y22
2
+ 3
 
y11
 
y22

+ 4
 
y12
 
y21

+
5
2
 
y12
2
+
 
y21
2
:
(A.1)
Using the denition of eq. (2.1) and transforming to the CP-even mass eigenstates ac-
cording to eq. (2.2), we express m11, m22, m21, 1 and 4 in terms of the Higgs masses.
Therefore, the remaining couplings are 2, 3 and 5. The triple Higgs couplings appearing
in eq. (3.34) are then given by
h0H+H  = vs3 ;
H0H+H  = vc3 :
(A.2)
Note that with these conventions the expressions are as simple as possible and only 3
enters.
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Loop functions. The loop functions that we used throughout our article are dened as
f1(b) =
 
12b (log (b)  1)  3b2 (6 log (b) + 1) + 8b3 + 7
(1  b)4 ;
f2(b) =
 
4 log (b) + 3  2b (3 log (b) + 4) + 5b2
(1  b)3 ;
f3(b) =
 
3b (2 log (b) + 1)  6b2 + b3 + 2
(1  b)4 ;
f4(b) =
 
2 log (b) + 3  4b+ b2
(1  b)3 ;
f5(b) =
2 (12 log (b) + 19)  9b (4 log (b) + 13)
(1  b)4 +
126b2 + b3 (18 log (b)  47)
(1  b)4 ;
I0 (b) =
1  3b
 1 + b +
2b2 log (b)
(b  1)2 ;
I1 (b) =   1
b  1 +
log (b) b
(b  1)2 ;
I2 (b) =
log (b) b
1  b = (1  b)I1(b)  1 ;
I3 (a; b) =
(7a  b)b
a  b +
2b2 log (b) (2a2   b2   6a+ 3b+ 2ab)
(a  b)2 (b  1)  
6a2b log (a)
(a  b)2 ;
I4 (a; b) =
p
a3
p
b log (a)
(a  1)(a  b)  
p
a
p
b3 log (b)
(b  1)(a  b) ;
I5 (a; b) =  1 + a
2 log (a)
(a  1)(a  b)  
b2 log (b)
(b  1)(a  b) ;
I6 (b) =  b+ b
2 log (b)
b  1 = b(b  1)I1(b);
I7 (b) =
b
b  1  
b2 log (b)
(b  1)2 =  bI1(b)
I8(a; b) =
 1
(1  a)(1  b) +
b2 log(b)
(1  b)2(a  b) +
a2 log(a)
(1  a)2(b  a) ;
I9(a; b) =
 ab
(1  a)(1  b) +
ab log(b)
(1  b)2(a  b) +
ab log(a)
(1  a)2(b  a) ;
I10(a; b) =
 1
(1  a)(1  b) +
a log(a)
(1  a)2(b  a) +
b log(b)
(1  b)2(a  b) ;
I11(a; b; c) =
 3a2 log(a)
(a  1)(a  b)(a  c) +
b(4a  b) log(b)
(b  1)(a  b)(b  c) +
c(4a  c) log(c)
(c  1)(a  c)(c  b) ;
I12(a; b) =
ab log(a)
(1  a)(a  b)  
ab log(b)
(1  b)(a  b) :
(A.3)
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If the Higgs penguins contain a charm quark in the loop (whose mass we neglect), i.e.
z2 = 0, the loop functions simplify to
I0(0) =  1 ;
I1(0) = 1 ;
I4(b; 0) = I4(0; b) = I4(0; 0) = 0 ;
I5(b; 0) = I5(0; b) =  1 + b log(b)
b  1 ; (A.4)
I5(0; 0) =  1 ;
I7(0) = 0 ;
I8(0; xj) = I1(xj) ;
and the corresponding Wilsons coecients in eq. (3.34) become
CIJS(HH) =
 y"d22LIJ+
2g42s
2
WV

tsVtb

4t2
 
"d33V

k2"
u
k2V23   "d33V 22"un2Vn3

+ V k2"
u
k2"
u
n2Vn3
  2 log

2
m2
H+

2

"d33V

k2"
u
k2V23   "d33V 22"un2Vn3

t2
+ Vn3(2V

22"
u
n2"
u
22 + 2V

22"
u
n3"
u
23 + 2V

32"
u
n2"
u
32   V k2"un2"uk2)

  4 (V 22"u22"un2Vn3   I5 (z3; 0) (V 22"u23"un3Vn3 + V 32"u32"un2Vn3))

(A.5)
C 0IJS(HH) =
yLIJ 
g42s
2
WV

tsVtb

  2t2

"d33
2
V k2"
u
k2V23   "d22"d22V 22"un2Vn3

+ 2 log

2
m2
H+

 "d33V k2"uk2"u22V23  "d33V k2"uk2"u32V33  "d33V k2"uk3"u23V23
+

"d33
2
V k2"
u
k2V23 "d22"d22V 22"un2Vn3

t2

  2"d33V k2"uk2"u22V23
+ "d33
   "d22"d22V 22V23 + 2I5 (z3; 0)V k2 ("uk3"u23V23 + "uk2"u32V33) 
(A.6)
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